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Improving Voltage Stability by Reactive
Power Reserve Management
Feng Dong, Student Member, IEEE, Badrul H. Chowdhury, Senior Member, IEEE,
Mariesa L. Crow, Senior Member, IEEE, and Levent Acar, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The amount of reactive reserves at generating stations is a measure of the degree of voltage stability. With this
perspective, an optimized reactive reserve management scheme
based on the optimal power flow is proposed. Detailed models of
generator limiters, such as those for armature and field current
limiting must be considered in order to utilize the maximum
reactive power capability of generators, so as to meet reactive
power demands during voltage emergencies. Participation factors
for each generator in the management scheme are predetermined
based on the voltage-var (V-Q) curve methodology. The Bender’s
decomposition methodology is applied to the reactive reserve management problem. The resulting effective reserves and the impact
on voltage stability are studied on a reduced Western Electric
Coordinating Council system. Results prove that the proposed
method can improve both static and dynamic voltage stability.
Index Terms—Bender’s decomposition methodology, optimal
power flow, reactive power management, voltage collapse.

I. INTRODUCTION

V

OLTAGE collapse typically occurs on power systems
which are heavily stressed. It may or may not be initiated
by a disruption, but is usually characterized by shortage of
fast-acting reactive reserves. Voltage collapse often involves
specific areas of the power system, although the entire system
may also be involved. Many system variables may participate
in this phenomenon. However, some physical insight into the
nature of voltage collapse may be gained by examining the
production, transmission and consumption of reactive power.
Voltage collapse is associated with reactive power demands
not being met because of limitations on the production and
transmission of reactive power [1]. Reactive power demand
generally increases with a load increase, motors stalling, or a
change in load composition such as an increased proportion
of compressor load. The fast reactive sources are generators,
synchronous condensers and power electronics-based flexible
ac transmission systems (FACTS). During voltage emergencies,
reactive resources should activate to boost transmission voltage
levels. This action reduces reactive losses of transmission
lines and transformers, and increases line charging and shunt
capacitor outputs. In the mid-term time scale, a voltage collapse
usually does not happen until most of the large reactive power
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resources reach their respective reactive power limits. Generally, one or two critical resources reaching their limits can
spawn cascading limiting effects at neighboring units. Hence it
is wise to keep enough reserves in order to improve the voltage
stability margin.
Reactive power margins have always been linked with voltage
stability. The Western Electric Coordinating Council (WECC)
specifies the voltage stability criteria in terms of real and reactive power margins [1]. The minimum reactive power margin is
determined by the voltage-var (V-Q) curve method. The V-Q
method has been well studied [1]–[3]. Reference [4] discusses a
reactive management program for a practical power system. The
authors discuss a planning goal of supplying system reactive demands by installation of properly sized and properly located capacitor banks which will allow generating units to operate at or
near unity power factor. However, it is a cost-intensive proposition. Besides, this strategy is not always very effective since not
all the shunt capacitors are fully utilized. Reference [5] uses the
reactive power margins to evaluate voltage instability problems
for coherent bus groups. These margins are based on the reactive
reserves of generators and static var compensators (SVCs) that
exhaust reserves in the process of computing a V-Q curve at any
bus in a coherent group or voltage control area. The authors in
[6] discuss a hierarchical optimization scheme which optimizes
a set of corrective controls such that the solution satisfies a given
voltage stability margin. Bender’s decomposition is employed
to handle stressed cases. In [7], the authors introduce a methodology to reschedule the reactive injection from generators and
synchronous condensers with the aim of improving the voltage
stability margin. Their method is formulated based on modal
participations factors and an optimal power flow (OPF) wherein
the voltage stability margin, as computed from eigenvectors of a
reduced Jacobian, is maximized by reactive rescheduling. However, the authors avoid using a security-constrained OPF formulation and thus the computed voltage stability margin from the
Jacobian would not truly represent the situation under a stressed
condition.
In [8], the authors employ a security-constrained OPF for
optimal var expansion planning design. The OPF is solved
twice—once with simply the voltage profile constraint and then
with a pre-selected voltage stability margin criterion. The larger
of the two solution is then selected for the combined solution.
In this paper, a reactive reserve management program
(RRMP) based on an optimal power flow is proposed to
manage critical reactive power reserves. A multi-objective
function specifically for this purpose is introduced. This
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function is used in a mixed-integer nonlinear optimization
formulation. Various generators are assigned different weights
in order to maintain maximum reactive reserves within the
areas that are most vulnerable to voltage instability problem. A
decomposition technique is adopted to formulate subproblems
with various stress levels. The nonlinear interior point method
(NIP) is then used to solve the separate subproblems. The advantage in this formulation is that the system is able to maintain
a specified voltage stability margin, and at the same time, raise
its level of voltage stability. The proposed method is tested on
a reduced WECC system with 283 buses and 29 generators.
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reactive power with respect to the field current limit may be
obtained as

(3)
Thus, the maximum reactive power
of the generator is
. The reladetermined by the maximum field current
tionship also shows that the maximum reactive generation is a
function of the terminal voltage. The maximum reactive power
output should also satisfy the armature current limitation as
follows:

II. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

(4)

A. Reactive Reserves
The reactive power sources consist of synchronous generators and shunt capacitors and reactors on the transmission
network. During a disturbance, the real power component
of line loadings does not change significantly, whereas the
reactive power flow can change dramatically. The reason is
that the voltage drops resulting from the contingency decreases
the reactive power generation from line charging and shunt
capacitors, thereby increasing reactive power losses. Sufficient
reactive reserves should be available to meet the var changes
following a disturbance. Simply speaking, the reactive power
reserve is the ability of the generators to support bus voltages
under increased load condition or system disturbances. How
much more reactive power the system can deliver depends on
the operating condition and the location of the reserves, as well
as the nature of the impending change.
The reserves of reactive sources can be considered a measure
of the degree of voltage stability. As a matter of fact, BPA—a
transmission provider in the western United States—considers
reactive reserves at major generating plants to be a critical indicator of voltage stability and, consequently, the agency has
installed a reactive power monitor [9] at critical hydroelectric
power stations that serve its service area.
The available reactive power reserve of a generator is determined by its capability curves [10]. It is worth noting that for a
given real power output, the reactive power generation is limited
by both armature and field heating limits.
The active and reactive power generation output at a synchronous generator may be represented as [10]

(1)
(2)
where
is the terminal voltage of the generator based on the
per unit system and
, where
is the field current. In
order to write an analytical model to relate the reactive power
limit to the maximum field current, we use a cylindrical rotor
model with
. Thus, from (1) and (2), the maximum

The reactive power reserve of the th generator is then represented as
(5)
where
is the smaller of the two values obtained from (3)
is the reactive power output under normal operand (4) and
ating conditions. A generator’s reactive reserve is calculated by
is lower than
. However, if
reaches its limit,
(5) if
the reactive reserve is set to zero and
varies as a function of
the terminal voltage.
B. Mathematical Formulation
The RRMP is formulated as an optimal search problem
whose primary objective is to maximize the effective reactive
reserves under normal operating conditions to ensure higher
voltage stability margin. A secondary objective is to minimize
losses subject to various operational constraints. The dual-objective RRMP is therefore formulated as follows.
Objective function
(6)
where
is the sum of reactive reserves of the system to
is
be optimized, that is,
the reactive power reserve of the gth generator;
is weight
factor of the th generator and is discussed in the following section, and
represents the transmission losses. Since we have
a dual objective of maximizing reactive reserves and minimizing
transmission losses, we pick
. and
.
The constraints to the above optimization are

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
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where
voltage magnitude at load bus ;
voltage angle difference between bus
and bus ;
elements of the admittance matrices;
active/reactive power injected into network at bus ;
total number of transformers, generators,
shunt capacitive/reactive installations,
and loads, respectively;
control variables;
limits of tap setting of transformer
branch ;
limits of voltage at generator bus ;
compensation capacity limits at bus ;
limits of voltage at load bus ;
reactive power capacity limits at gen bus
.
The voltage stability constraints may be written as
(11)
where
set “C”,
cases;

is the reactive load for the th stressed case in the
, and
is the total number of stressed
is the reactive load under normal condition;
is a direction of load increase;
is the total
reactive load under normal condition;
is the specified
reactive margin. For example, is the relative increase in the
load at bus with respect to the system load increase, where
.
A power system can be stressed from the current operating
point to the collapse point by increasing the reactive loads in
several directions. In some directions, the system may have insufficient reactive power margin to guarantee voltage security.
These cases are grouped into one set, which will be called “C”.
These critical cases are determined in the third step during assignment of weight factors of participating generators, as discussed at the end of Section II. By satisfying constraint (11),
the system has a minimum reactive margin required for secure
operation. Ensuring all voltage control areas to have the minimum reactive margin is equivalent to all stressed cases being
feasible under the operation constraints.
The intent in the above formulation is not only to satisfy
the voltage stability criteria but also to improve voltage stability. Thus, if (11) is satisfied in the optimization, the system
is guaranteed to be voltage stable and optimizing var reserve in
(6) would not be needed if stability was not to be improved.
Without the aforementioned objective function, it is possible
that some strong areas in the system may rob weaker areas of
the much-needed reactive reserves.

ondly, given all generators are equally weighted, maximizing
the reactive reserves for the entire system is both inefficient and
inadequate. Attempting to maximize reactive reserves at generators as an operational optimization measure with equal participation throughout a system may lead to undesirable consequences such as depleting reserves at generators which are critical to maintaining voltage stability in the event of a disturbance.
It is well known that the voltage instability phenomenon is
essentially a local problem, wherein some weak areas become
prone to voltage collapse because of shortage of reactive power.
These areas need higher reactive power reserves than others
when subjected to the same voltage emergency. In [5], the author discusses the importance of dividing the power network
into voltage control areas because each area exhibits vulnerability to a disturbance in a different way. With the same objective in mind, we have separated the entire network into voltage
control areas with the basic idea being that the weakest transmission element connected to each bus is identified by a scalar
parameter . The parameter is determined such that the V-Q
curve minima in computing the V-Q curve minimum at a bus
are almost identical for all buses in one voltage control area.
The groups of buses that remain interconnected, after the weak
transmission elements are eliminated, define the voltage control areas. The reactive power-voltage relationship given by the
is used to measure electrical disJacobian matrix element
tance between any two nodes. The off diagonal Jacobian matrix elements with the smallest absolute values indicate the weak
connections or long electrical distances between corresponding
buses and are therefore eliminated from each row until the sum
, where
of the elements eliminated is less than or equal to
. The buses corresponding to the remaining
elements in the Jacobian are grouped into one voltage control
area. Then, the V-Q curve at any bus within each control area is
computed to find the reactive margin of this area.
The bottom of the V-Q curve is the maximum reactive load
that a system can sustain. The distance from this point to the
operating point is usually considered the reactive power margin
at the bus [3]. Using this method, we can reliably claim that the
area that has the smallest reactive margin is the most vulnerable
to voltage instability. At the minima of the V-Q curve, the reactive reserves of generators that are depleted are the effective
reserves for this area and, thereby, determine the reactive margin
in the area. The amount of effective reserves is a key index in
voltage stability assessment. Therefore, an objective of the proposed RRMP is to maximize the effective reactive reserves in
the system. These reserves associated with each voltage control
area are assigned a weight according to

(12)

C. Determination of Area Weights
Under an ideal operating condition, all generators operate at
unity power factor so the system possesses the maximum reactive reserve possible. However, it is extremely difficult to implement such an operating condition in real power systems. Sec-

is the reactive margin of the area.
where
To summarize, the procedure for weight factors is as follows.
1) Divide the network into voltage control areas as specified
above.
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2) Determine the reactive margin for each area by the V-Q
method.
3) Determine the weights for each generator based on the
specific margins in each area.

III. STRESSED CASE SUBPROBLEM
By considering the reactive margin constraints of (11), the
constrained optimization problem (6)–(11) becomes one of reactive reserve management with dynamic security constraints.
At the optimal point, the system has the maximum reactive
reserves under normal operation condition, and each case in
set C is feasible. It can be hierarchically decomposed into two
parts, a base case subproblem and a stressed case subproblem
that can be solved by the Bender’s cuts decomposition method
[11]–[13]. For some stressed cases, the power flow may become infeasible. However, in order to apply a decomposition
methodology, there is a need to have some measure of this infeasibility. Since this kind of infeasibility is caused by reactive
power load increase, fictitious reactive injections are used as
slack variables and added to the constraints corresponding to
the reactive power balance equation at a bus. Therefore, the
objective function for the stressed cases is to minimize the sum
of the fictitious injections of reactive power. If the fictitious
injections are equal to zero, then we claim that the stressed case
is feasible. The stressed case subproblem may then be stated
as shown in the equation at the bottom of the page, where
and
are fictitious capacitive and inductive power injection,
respectively, at bus . Although, theoretically, fictitious reactive
power can be injected at any bus, since the set “C” of critical
load directions is given, we select only those buses in this
critical set for a load increase. In the above formulation, is
the vector of control variables and
is determined by the base
case problem.

IV. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
The procedure for the two level Bender’s decomposition
is presented in Fig. 1. The base case subproblem (master

Fig. 1. Two-level hierarchical structure for optimization.

problem) is the optimization problem given by (6). Thus, the
master problem is formulated as follows:
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
Each subproblem (13)–(18) (shown at the bottom of the page)
at the second level minimizes the fictitious reactive injections
and returns to the master problem,
for the given values of
information about the optimal objective function and its sensitivities with respect to —called Bender’s cuts. The procedure
is briefly discussed below.
An initial guess of control variables is obtained by solving
the master problem (19)–(22) with
.
With the given , the stressed cases are sequentially formulated
and solved, and the optimal result of each stressed case is used
to update the Bender’s cuts. For example, for the th stressed
case subproblem, the value of the objective function
means that the system has sufficient reactive margin required
and that the stressed case is feasible. Alternately,
means that the stressed case is infeasible with the current control variables. Thus, the more accurate Bender’s cuts

(13)

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
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in the master problem based on the optimal results are built, where are the Lagrange multipliers associated with the th stressed case. The Bender’s cuts return to
the master problem, the information to remediate infeasibility
of the stressed case. The two-stage process is repeated until a
is found for which all
. That is,
the fictitious injections of reactive power are equal to zero in all
stressed case subproblems.
Each subproblem is solved through a NIP. The foundation
for interior point methods consist of three building blocks:
barrier method for optimization with inequality constraints,
Lagrange’s method for optimization with equality constraints,
and Newton’s method for solving nonlinear equations. The
master problem is taken as an example to show the application
of the NIP. By using slack variables, the problem (19)–(22) is
rewritten as
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
is the vector of state variables, and
are the
where
primary nonnegative slack variables used to transform the inequality constraints to equalities. The inequality constraints are
incorporated into the objective function as a logarithmic barrier function. So, barrier functions
and
are
introduced with respect to (27). The Lagrange function for the
problem (23)–(27) is defined as

(28)
where
, and
are the Lagrange multipliers, and
and
are the barrier parameter. At the optimal point, barrier paand
reach zero. The set of nonlinear equarameters
tions are derived following optimality conditions and solved
by Newton’s methods. For the interested reader, [14] and [15]
present the interior point method in more detail.
The maximum reactive power generation is calculated to determine whether the limit is reached in each iteration during the
subproblem optimal search. If the limit is exceeded, the corresponding generator node is changed to a PQ node, where the
reactive power generation becomes a function of the terminal
voltage as given by (3)–(4). The generator’s reactive reserve is
made equal to zero.
V. CASE STUDY
A. Reduced WECC System
A reduced WECC system, geographically representing the
western United States, is used to test the RRMP. This system,

TABLE I
REACTIVE MARGIN IN AREAS BEFORE AND AFTER OPTIMIZATION

shown in the Appendix, consists of 283 buses. The entire system
is divided into several subareas administratively. These are BC,
WA, MT, ID, WY, UT, OR, CO, NM, NV, AZ, and CA. The
heavy load area is located in the CA region. Some subareas
such as WA, MT etc. are responsible for supplying power to
CA via long-distance high-voltage lines. Under normal conditions, there are no operating constraint violations. However, a
preliminary analysis shows that there are several weak areas
prone to voltage instability. The system is divided into several different voltage control areas using the method discussed
in Section II-C. A bus in each area is selected for conducting
the V-Q analysis. Table I shows the reactive margins in the
nine areas before optimization. It is noted that there are two
weak areas—areas 8 and 9 with insufficient reactive margin,
vis-à-vis 350 and 200 MVAr, respectively. Both areas are in the
Northern CA area. The required reactive margin is specified as
450 MVAr, which is 5% of the total reactive load Thus, using
MVAr in (12), we determine the weight factors of effective reserves at each generator as shown in Table I.
Assuming a dual objective of maximizing reactive reserves
and minimizing system losses,
and
in (6) are selected as
and
, respectively thereby giving ten times more priority
to maximizing the reserves than minimizing the losses. The control variables include voltage set points of 12 out of 28 generators, ten ULTCs, and six shunt capacitors. The set “C” includes five stressed cases. The optimal search starts with the
master problem before consideration of the stressed cases. The
set points are then sent to the subproblems. e.g., one stressed
case is that the total reactive loads in northern CA area are increased by 450 MVAr. The increased reactive demands are proportionally distributed among all loads in this area to each reactive load under normal condition. The value of the objective
function of this stressed case is 108.3 MVAr, which means that
this stressed case is not feasible. With Bender’s cuts, the base
case is resolved to calculate a set of control variables. After just
one iteration between the master problem and the subproblems,
the overall procedure converges and the new set points ensure
feasibility for all stressed cases.
The specified reactive margin
has a significant effect on the results and computation time. An unreasonably high
reactive margin specified may lead to a null solution set for the
optimization problem and necessitate additional reactive compensation devices to meet the reactive margin. Thus, the reactive
margin for a system must be determined carefully. Usually, the
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Fig. 2.
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Voltage profile before and after optimization.
TABLE II
REACTIVE POWER OUTPUT AND VOLTAGE SHCEDULE

TABLE III
SHUNT CAPACTIOR AND ULTC SHCEDULE
Fig. 3.

NERC-recommended reactive power criteria for area reliability
is a good starting point.
After optimization, the control variables activated include
nine generation voltage settings, two shunt capacitors, and two
ULTCs. In Tables II and III, voltage, shunt capacitors and tap
changer reschedules are listed respectively. In Table II, the
fourth and fifth columns are the reactive power outputs and
voltages at the generator terminal buses after optimization.
Compared with initial conditions, the results show improved
reactive power reserves. The voltage profile of the system is
also improved as shown in Fig. 2 and the transmission losses
are reduced by 45 MW, from 637 MW down to 592 MW.
B. Static Analysis and Dynamic Simulations
In this section, we verify the optimization results from two
aspects—static analysis (V-Q curves) and full dynamic simulations. In Fig. 3, two V-Q curves are plotted. Curve “A” is the
V-Q curve at bus 112 in area 9 at the initial operating state. From
the figure, the reactive margin is 200 MVAr, which is also listed

V-Q curves at bus 112 before and post optimization.

Fig. 4. Real power margin improvement with RRMP.

in Table I. After running the RRMP optimization, a V-Q analysis at the same bus reveals that the reactive margin is improved
to 500 MVAr, as shown by curve “B”. Similar conclusions were
drawn by analyzing reactive margins at other voltage control
areas.
The improvement in the real power margin after optimization
can be seen in Fig. 4. It shows two PV curves. P is the sum of
total real power loads and V is the average voltage in area 8. The
solid curve A in the figure corresponds to the margin at the initial
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Fig. 5.
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Voltage trajectory at bus 118.

condition and curve B corresponds to that after optimization. It
is obvious that the total real power margin has been extended by
3 p.u. or 300 MW.
We now see how the results of the RRMP impacts dynamic
voltage stability. We ran a full time domain simulation of the
system subject to the same disturbances both before and after
optimization and compared the results. Dynamic models include
OELs installed at Gen #118, #148, #138, and #144, 108 ULTCs,
as well as ten induction motors in addition to the usual models
associated with synchronous generators (exciters, turbine-governors and PSS). In order to reduce simulation computation
time, the OEL time constants were deliberately reduced.
The disturbance consists of a sequence of an outage of Gen
#112 at 10 s, and outages of both circuits of the line 76–82 at
10 and 40 s, respectively. The software used for the dynamic
simulations was EUROSTAG [16].
In Fig. 5, the voltage trajectories at bus 118 are shown with
respect to the two cases. Curve "b" is with the optimal operating conditions and curve "a" is with the initial operating conditions. The case with the initial conditions results in a faster
voltage collapse when subjected to the above mentioned disturbance. The reasons for the earlier collapse may be summarized
as follows: After the trip-off of the first circuit of the line 76–82
and the generator 112, the OEL at generator 118 is enforced
at 30 s. Hence, this generator loses voltage control. A large induction motor load IND 119, connected to bus 1119—in close
proximity to generator 118, stalls. Then reactive power demand
increases rapidly, which eventually sets the collapse in motion.
In the other case, the OEL at the same generator 118 delays activation until 35 s due to a higher system voltage profile. The
system is strong enough to survive from transient voltage instability as well as the ensuing outage of the second circuit of
the line 76–82. After a time delay, ULTCs start to operate to
restore voltages on the load side and the system is stressed further. The bus voltages decrease gradually and the reactive power
generation from shunt capacitors and transmission lines reduce
drastically. Finally the system collapses at 130 s. The longer period until collapse leaves some time for operator intervention
so as to initiate some control strategies to prevent the system
from collapsing. The proper corrective control in this case would

Fig. 6.

Reduced WECC System.

have been to block tap changers. By blocking tap changers, the
system is voltage stable, shown as curve "c" of Fig. 5. The comparison shows that reactive reserves are beneficial to improve
voltage stability.
To compare the above results with a single objective of simply
minimizing losses,
and
in (6) were then selected as 0
and 1.0, respectively, thereby ignoring the reactive reserves and
minimizing the losses. The constraints were kept the same, and
the reactive power margin was still 450 MVAr. In this case, the
global optimization problem failed to converge after ten iterations. Two out of five stressed cases were found to be infeasible.
The first infeasible stressed case was one where we increased
reactive power demand in area 8 by 450 MVAr uniformly distributing the load increase at area buses 113,114, 115, and so
on. The second infeasible stressed case was where we increased
reactive power demand in area 9 by 450 MVAr, uniformly distributing the load increase at area buses 13, 142, 150, 151, and
so on.
At this point, the required reactive margin was decreased
from 450 to 300 MVAr and the global optimization problem
converged. With the reduced reactive margin, power losses
decreased from 637 to 573 MW, which was to be expected.
However, three generators (buses 140, 148, and 159) from outside the weak area received additional reactive reserves, while
two generators (buses 116 and 118) in the weak area were left
unchanged. In addition, two additional ULTCs (
–
and
– ) that were outside the weak area were optimized and the output of one new shunt capacitor outside the
weak area was reduced. Additionally, the real power margin
was reduced to 120 MW.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses the management of dynamic reactive
power reserves in order to improve voltage stability. The method
is based on optimal power flow and the Bender’s decomposition
technique. The proposed RRMP is decomposed into two parts
giving it a hierarchical structure that gives the optimal problem
added flexibility. Both armature and field current limiting are introduced into the optimization problem so as to make the model
more accurate for mid-term voltage stability analysis. The robust interior point method is utilized to solve the problem. Detailed generator models were considered in the optimization.
Since synchronous generators contain the most effective dynamic reactive reserves, a weighting scheme is designed to select the set of participating generators that have the most influence in strengthening a weak area. The weights were determined
by V-Q curves. Both static and dynamic voltage stability margins are improved by managing the reactive reserves at these
participating generators. Test studies show that reactive reserves
are beneficial for maintaining and improving voltage stability.
The uniqueness in the solution strategy proposed in this paper
stems from the fact that when dealing with var optimization,
most optimization procedures described in the literature focus
upon reactive power rescheduling and not reactive reserve
margin optimization. In the realm of mid-term voltage stability,
the reactive reserve margin is extremely important at generators because it gives an advance indication of how close the
generator might be to its OEL becoming active. Conceivably,
a weak area could become weaker if a generator’s OEL would
operate in a stressed situation because of the simple reason that
its reactive capability would be exhausted. In turn, this would
lead to the area importing reactive power from neighboring
areas, thus creating an onerous situation for a collapse to occur.
APPENDIX
This Appendix shows the reduced WECC System, which is
shown in Fig. 6.
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